ABSTRACT. We find a new class of data for which the Prandtl boundary layer equations and the hydrostatic Euler equations are locally in time well-posed. In the case of the Prandtl equations, we assume that the initial datum u0 is monotone on a number of intervals (on some strictly increasing on some strictly decreasing) and analytic on the complement and show that the local existence and uniqueness hold. The same is true for the hydrostatic Euler equations except that we assume this for the vorticity ω0 = ∂yu0.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the local in time well-posedness for two systems of partial differential equations which arise when considering singular limits in fluid mechanics: the Prandtl boundary layer equations and the hydrostatic Euler equations. The common features of these systems are:
• they are formally derived using singular asymptotic expansions, • well-posedness theory established so far is rigid: the existence works were obtained in the class of real-analytic functions or under certain monotonicity/convexity assumptions, and • fundamental instabilities make the systems ill-posed in Sobolev spaces.
1.1. The Prandtl Equations. When considering the inviscid limit of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations for the velocity field (u N S , v N S ) on a bounded domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions, one is faced with the fundamental difficulty of mismatch between the boundary conditions of the viscous flow (u N S (x, y, t) = v N S (x, y, y) = 0 on the boundary) and the Euler flow (v E (x, y, t) = 0 on the boundary). We refer the reader for example to [CW95, CW96] for vanishing viscosity results in domains without boundary, [Kat84, TW97, Mas98, Wan01, Kel07, Mas07b, LFMNL08, LFMNLT08, MT08, Mae12] for vanishing viscosity results with the Dirichlet boundary conditions, and [BdVC10, BdVC12, MR12] for the Navier type conditions.
To overcome this difficulty, Prandtl [Pra04] introduced an ansatz (u N S , v N S )(x, y, t) ≈ (u E , v E )(x, y, t) valid away from a thin neighborhood of the boundary, called the boundary layer. Inside the boundary layer, in order to account for the large gradients in the normal direction, the Navier-Stokes flow should asymptotically behave as (u N S , v N S )(x, y, t) ≈ (u, √ νv)(x, y/ √ ν, t), where ν is the kinematic viscosity.
The two dimensional Prandtl equations for the unknown (tangential) velocity u = u(x, y, t) in the boundary layer read ∂ t u − ∂ yy u + u∂ x u + v∂ y u = −∂ x P (1.1)
in H = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y > 0}, where y is the normal variable in the boundary layer. The equations (1.1)-(1.3) are augmented with the no-slip and the no-influx boundary conditions u(x, y, t)| y=0 = v(x, y, t)| y=0 = 0 (1.4) for t > 0, and the matching conditions with the Euler flow as y → ∞, via the Bernoulli law lim y→∞ u(x, y, t) = U (x, t) (1.5) ∂ x P (x, t) = −(∂ t + U (x, t)∂ x )U (x, t) (1.6) for x ∈ R, t > 0, where U (x, t) is given by the trace at y = 0 of the tangential component of the underlying Euler flow. Note that the vertical component of the velocity v = v(x, y, t) is determined from u (it is a diagnostic variable) via (1.2) and (1.4):
v(x, y, t) = −∂ The pressure gradient ∂ x P appearing on the right side of (1.1) is given by (1.3) and (1.6) as the trace at y = 0 of the underlying Euler pressure gradient. From the mathematical point of view, the formal derivation of the Prandtl equations raises two intimately connected fundamental questions:
• In what sense are the Prandtl equations well-posed (at least locally in time)?
• In which space can we rigorously justify the Prandtl asymptotics?
In this paper we address the first one. The well-posedness of the Prandtl equations has been established so far only in three particular settings: either for initial data that is monotone in the y variable, or for data that is real-analytic in the x variable, or for initial data that changes monotonicity (in a non-degenerate way) in the y variable and is of Gevrey-class in the x variable. The results in this paper give a fourth regime in which the Prandtl boundary layer equations are well-posed (cf. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 below).
the Prandtl equations are real analytic with respect to x and y (and so is the underlying Euler flow U ), then the equations are locally well-posed in this class. The requirement of analyticity in the normal variable was removed in [CLS01] (cf. also [CS00, GSS09] ). Recently, in [KV13] , an energy-based proof of the local well-posedness result was given, assuming the initial data is real-analytic with respect to x only. In addition, the result allows u − U to decay at an algebraic rate as y → ∞. In the three-dimensional case, the Prandtl equations are only known to be well-posed in this analytic setting.
Removing the condition of real-analyticity in the normal variable y is relevant in the context of the finite time blowup for the Prandtl equations considered in [EE97] . The initial datum u 0 (x, y) shown there to yield finite time singularities has compact support in the y variables and hence cannot be real-analytic. An example is given by the initial data u 0 (x, y) = −x exp(−x 2 )a 0 (y), where a 0 (y) = f (Ry), f is a positive, compact support bump function, and 4R < f 3/2
L 2 . Therefore, for this initial datum we have both local existence (cf. [CLS01, KV13] ) and finite time blowup (cf. [EE97] ) of (1.1)-(1.6) with U = P = 0.
At this stage we point out that in the Sobolev (and even C ∞ ) category the equations have recently been shown to be ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [GVD10] due to high-frequency instabilities in the equations linearized about certain non-monotonic shear flows (cf. also [CHT85, GN10, GVN12] ). The instabilities exhibited in [GVD10, GVN12] do not however preclude the well-posedness of the system in Gevrey spaces with index between 2 and 1 (the Gevrey-class 1 is the class of real-analytic functions). In this direction a very recent result [GVM13] shows that the equations are locally well-posed if the initial data lies in the Gevrey class 7/4 and changes monotonicity in a non-degenerate way across the graph of a function of x. This result exhibits a nice interplay between the Gevrey class/analytic setting and the nonlinear cancellation available in the monotone setting.
Main results. In this paper we address the following question for the two-dimensional Prandtl system. Assume that on one part of the domain the initial data is given by a profile that is monotone increasing with respect to the normal variable and on another part of the domain the initial data is monotone decreasing (for example consider initial vorticity ω 0 (x, y) = sin(x)(1 + y 2 ) −1 , defined on the domain [−π/2, π/2] × R + ). What is a sufficient condition to impose on the complement of these two regions, in order to ensure that the equations are locally well-posed? We prove that such a sufficient condition is given by assuming the data is uniformly real-analytic with respect to the tangential variable in this complementary region (cf. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 below).
The difficulties in establishing this result, as well as the analogous one for the hydrostatic Euler equations, are as follows. As opposed to [GVM13] , we need to localize in the x variable (instead of y) and real-analytic functions of x cannot have compact support. Additionally, the localization in the x variable suggests that one needs to solve for the monotone region in the presence of side boundary conditions, a construction that is not amenable using the existing energy-based tools. Moreover, at the technical level the norms used in the monotone region and the analytic region are not compatible. Indeed, in order to close the estimates in the monotone region at the level of Sobolev spaces, one works with the vorticity formulation of the Prandtl system with weights that match the number y-derivatives of the solution (cf. [MW12a] ). But it appears that in the analytic region these weights require the solution to be analytic in both x and y, which is undesirable. Lastly, glueing the real-analytic and the monotone solutions is an issue since the latter lies merely in a finite order Sobolev space.
The main ideas that allow us to overcome these difficulties are the following. First, we observe that using a suitable change of normal variables, that depends on the underlying Euler flow U (cf. [KV13] ), we may construct the real-analytic solution (analytic in x only, with algebraic matching with U at the top of the layer) in a strip I a × R + (here I a is the interval of analyticity), without the use of lateral boundary conditions on ∂I a × R + . In particular, this "decouples" the analytic estimates from the Sobolev H s estimates. This is possible because we can construct the analytic solution without integrating by parts in the x variable (cf. [KV13] ). On the other hand, constructing the monotone solution at the level of Sobolev spaces essentially uses integration by parts in x. We overcome this problem by extending the initial data from I m × R + (here I m is the interval of monotonicity) to R × R + while preserving the monotonicity, and use the results in [MW12a] to construct the monotone solutions on the entire half-plane. Note that this extension cannot decay as x → ∞ because then the uniform monotonicity condition would be violated. In order to work with these non-decaying solutions we appeal to a locally uniform spaces (cf. (2.3)-(2.4) below). This setting also allows us to extend the results in [MW12a] to the case when u is not x-periodic (cf. Theorem 2.1 below).
In the last and the crucial step, we glue the monotone solution defined on R × R + with the analytic one defined in I a × R + . The idea here is to use the finite speed of propagation with respect to the x variable. Indeed, initially the monotone and analytic solutions agree on (I m ∩ I a ) × R + , which is nonempty. Thus, using that by continuity they are in fact both monotone there and that the real-analytic solution obeys sup t u L ∞ (Ia×R + ) ≤ M < ∞, we prove that the two solutions agree at later times on a strip that shrinks with speed 2M with respect to x. That is, if I a ∩ I m ⊃ [a, b], then the solutions agree on [a + M t, b − M t] × R + for all sufficiently small t. The uniqueness of the solution follows in a similar fashion. Our main results for the Prandtl system and their detailed proof are given in Section 2 below.
1.2. The Hydrostatic Euler Equations. The two dimensional hydrostatic Euler equations for the unknown velocity field (u, v) = (u, v)(x, y, t) and the scalar pressure p = p(x, t), read
where t ≥ 0 and the spatial domain is the infinite strip D = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : 0 < y < 1}. The equations (1.9)-(1.11) are supplemented with the boundary condition
where ∂D = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : y = 0 or y = 1}. The unknown variable u is called diagnostic, while v and p are called prognostic since they may be computed from u. Indeed, from (1.10) and (1.12) we see that
The expression (1.13) and the boundary condition (1.12) naturally lead to the compatibility condition
for x ∈ R and t ≥ 0, where ψ is a function of time. Using a change of variables, we may without loss of generality consider consider this function ψ to be zero, i.e., (1.14)
On the other hand, integrating (1.9) in y from 0 to 1 and using (1.14) we conclude that up to a function of time, which without loss of generality we set equal to zero, the pressure is determined by [Lio96] . Concerning the local existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions to the hydrostatic Euler equations (1.9)-(1.12) in the absence of lateral boundaries there are two main types of results. If one assumes a local Rayleigh condition, i.e., that ∂ yy u ≥ σ > 0 uniformly in (x, t), then one can construct solutions in Sobolev spaces. This analysis was initiated in [Bre99, Bre03, Gre99] , which lead up to the recent energybased approach in [MW12b] . Note that if instead u has inflection points, i.e., the Rayleigh condition is violated, the equations are Lipschitz ill-posed in Sobolev spaces [Gre00a, Ren09, Ren11] . In the absence of a uniform Rayleigh condition the only available well-posedness results were obtained in [KTVZ11] , under the assumption that the initial data is real-analytic (cf. also [IKZ12] for the free surface case). The techniques in these works were inspired by the earlier results on analyticity for the Euler equations [LO97, OT01, KV11b, KV11a] .
In the presence of lateral boundaries the problem is even more challenging, since no local set of boundary conditions give rise to a well-posed problem [OS78, TT03] . In this direction progress has been made regarding the linearized equations in [RTT05, RTT08] .
We note that in the absence of the concavity/convexity assumption, the finite time blowup of particular solutions to the hydrostatic Euler equations has been established very recently in [CINT12] and [Won12] . The initial datum u 0 (x, y) = 1+(1/3−y 2 ) sin(x) satisfies the blowup conditions in [Won12] , and is clearly real-analytic in both the x and y variables. Therefore, for this initial datum we have both local existence (cf. [KTVZ11] ) and finite time blowup (cf. [CINT12, Won12] ) of (1.9)-(1.12).
Main results. In this paper we address the local existence of smooth solutions for the hydrostatic Euler equations for a larger class of initial data than previously considered in [MW12b, KTVZ11] . Similarly to the Prandtl case discussed in Section 1.1 above, the question we study is the following. Assume that the initial data satisfies ∂ yy u 0 ≥ σ > 0 on a subset D + m , and ∂ yy u 0 ≤ −σ on another subset D − m of D; what additional assumption on u 0 guarantees that one can construct a unique smooth solution, at least locally in time? We prove that if one assumes that u 0 is uniformly real analytic on the complement D a of these concavity/convexity regions, then there exists T > 0 and a solution u on [0, T ], which lies in H s (D m ) for some s ≥ 4, and is real analytic on D a . That is, our initial data is allowed to be convex in certain regions of D and concave in other regions, as long as in the transition region it is real analytic. The precise statements of our results for the hydrostatic Euler equations are given in Theorems 3.2 and Remark 3.3 below.
The main difficulties are similar as for the Prandtl system. Note that we cannot localize real analytic functions; thus we appeal to the interior analytic estimates, as in [KTVZ11] , which decouple the analytic part from the H s part of the solution. In the proof of the local well-posedness in H s in [MW12b] the key ingredient is a cancellation between the vorticity ω = ∂ y u and v via integrating over D. Here an integration by parts in x is essential, but under the current setting one cannot do this since the Rayleigh condition is not uniform over D. To overcome this difficulty, we extend the convex data to all of the strip, and use the idea in [MW12b] , to construct a global (in x) convex solution. Lastly, we use the finite speed of propagation to glue the convex and analytic solutions and to prove uniqueness. Our main results for the hydrostatic Euler equations and their proofs are given in Section 3 below.
THE MAIN RESULTS FOR THE PRANDTL EQUATIONS
2.1. Local existence for Oleinik solutions in unbounded domains. The main result of this subsection, Theorem 2.1, gives a construction of local in time solutions to the Prandtl equations under the Oleinik monotonicity condition, using solely energy methods, even on domains that are unbounded with respect to the x-variable. This result is a direct consequence of the construction of x-periodic y-monotone solutions given in [MW12a] , and the finite speed of propagation in the x-variable inherent in the Prandtl equations.
We recall cf. [MW12a] the following function spaces. For s ≥ 4 an even integer, γ ≥ 1, σ > γ + 1/2, δ ∈ (0, 1), and a bounded interval I ⊂ R, we let
where
We also recall the space of y-monotone functions
In order to simplify notations, we write H s,γ (I) rather than H s,γ (I × R + ), i.e., the range of the y-variable is always assumed to be R + . For unbounded domains, e.g. I = R, we need to deal with the fact that the condition
satisfied by functions in H s,γ σ,δ , prevents the vorticity from decaying to zero when |x| → ∞, and thus we cannot work in L 2
x -type spaces such as H s,γ (I). For this purpose we introduce the uniformly local H s,γ space, as follows. Assume that there exists a finite length open intervalĪ ⊂ R, and a countable set of real numbers {a j } j∈N such that
For instance if I = (0, ∞) we may takeĪ = (0, 2) and {a j } j∈N = Z. We then define
and similarly
Note that the additional conditions for a function in H
x,y -based) and thus we do not need to explicitly take an additional supremum over j. The main result of this subsection is as follows. 
. When I = R or I = T, the solution constructed above is the unique solution in this regularity class. When ∂I = ∅, e.g. if I = (a, b), there exists a positive M < ∞ such that u(t) is the unique solution with u(t) − U (t) ∈ H s,γ−1 (I t ) and ω(t) ∈ H s,γ σ,δ,uloc (I t ), where
In the case I = (a, b) we have I t = (a + M t, b − M t). When s = 4 we need to also assume that δ is chosen small enough so that ω 0 H s,γ g ≤ Cδ −1 (cf. [MW12a, Equation (3.1)]). Here C w ([0, T ]; X) stands for continuity with values in X, when the space X is endowed with its weak topology.
For simplicity of the presentation we only give the proof in the case I = R, with I j = (j, j + 2), and j ∈ Z. The extension to the general case described in Theorem 2.1 requires no additional arguments.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to appeal to the results in [MW12a] , we need to work with solutions that are periodic in the x-variable. For this purpose fix an arbitrary j ∈ Z. We extend the initial data u 0 , ω 0 and the outer Euler flow U from the domain
The periodic extension is made in such a way that u
= M 0 , and that ω
Since we have an x-periodic initial data that is monotone in y and decays sufficiently fast as y → ∞, we may apply the result in [MW12a, Theorem 2.2] directly in order to obtain a unique local in time solution with
) > 0. At this stage we note that in view of the dependency of T j and the uniform local spaces considered, we may find T > 0 such that T ≤ T j for all j ∈ Z, i.e., the time of existence can be taken independent of j.
We have so far constructed a countable family of solutions to the Prandtl equations, each of whom have a common life-span, but so that each solution u (j) is I j -periodic in the x variable. Using the transport structure of (1.1) with respect to the x-variable we now proceed to "glue" the above constructed solutions.
Fix some j ∈ Z. At time 0, by construction, the solutions u (j) and u (j+1) are identical on the interval (j + 1, j + 2). By construction, we have that
be an upper bound on the speed of propagation in the x variable. Note that since s ≥ 4, M may be bounded in terms of the H s,γ−1 uloc energy M 0 and the L ∞ t,x norm of U . It thus follows from the finite speed of propagation in the x variable (transport structure) that for each
The proof of (2.5) uses the ideas of the uniqueness proof in [MW12a, Section 6.2]. We establish that the function
for t ∈ [0, T * ) with some C > 0. This implies that g ≡ 0 on [0, T * ), and in view of the boundary conditions for the Prandtl equations we furthermore obtain (2.5). The detailed proof of the estimate (2.6) is given in Section 2.2.3 below (cf. (2.66)), for the case when one solution is analytic and the other one is monotone. The proof works however with no changes for the case of two monotone solutions and we omit the details to avoid redundancy. In order to conclude the proof of the existence part of Theorem 2.1, we define a global (in x) solution u(t, x, y) of the Prandtl equation
The uniform in j bounds are inherited from the bounds obtained on the u (j) 's individually. The proof of uniqueness follows by appealing again to the finite speed of propagation in the x variable.
2.2. Local existence with multiple monotonicity regions. The main result of this subsection, Theorem 2.3 below, gives the local existence of the Prandtl equations in the presence of multiple monotonicity regions. For simplicity of the presentation, we only give the proof of a special case of our main result, Theorem 2.2 below, when the monotonicity regions cover the half plane minus the line x = 0, around which the function is assumed to be analytic. Thus we treat the initial date u 0 which satisfy
is real analytic with respect to x around x = 0 combined with suitable smoothness, decay, and compatibility conditions on the underlying tangential component of the Euler flow trace U 0 (x).
The precise setup is as follows. Let 2τ 0 > 0 be the analyticity radius of u 0 (x, y) at x = 0. The radius is assumed to be uniform with respect to y. Then the power series in x for u 0 (x, y) converges with radius
Denote an interval of analyticity by
Quantitatively, we assume thatū 0 , as defined in (2.12) below, satisfies
where the norm in Y τ 0 is defined in (2.22) below. Here and throughout the paper we are implicitly using the fact that if a function is analytic on (a, b) with radius 2τ , then it is analytic on (a − τ, b + τ ) with radius τ . In terms of the monotonicity assumptions on u 0 (x, y) for x > 0 and for x < 0, we assume that there exist s ≥ 4, an even integer, γ ≥ 1, σ > γ + 1/2, and δ ∈ (0, 1/2) such that the initial velocity u 0 and the initial vorticity ω 0 = ∂ y u 0 obey We note that due of the uniform analyticity condition, the regions of overlap between the analyticity regions and the monotonicity regions have a uniform positive minimum length. Also, it is not difficult to adjust the statement to accommodate an infinite number of intervals.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The construction of solutions to (1.1)-(1.3) in the case of multiple monotonicity regions is carried out in several steps:
• In subsection 2.2.1 we construct the real analytic solution defined on I a × R + and prove higher regularity properties with respect to the y variable.
• In subsection 2.2.2 we use the result of Section 2.1 to construct the uniformly local monotone solution defined on I ± m × R + .
• In subsection 2.2.3 we use the finite speed of propagation in the x variable to glue the monotone and real-analytic solutions.
• In subsection 2.2.4 the uniqueness of solutions in this class is established.
The details for each of the above steps are given next.
2.2.1. Construction of the analytic solution. Since we are working with solutions of low regularity with respect to the y variable, and since we need to allow for sub-exponential decay of the initial data and the solution as y → ∞, we use as in [KV13] the Euler-dependent transformation y = A(x, t)y (2.11)
where θ is sufficiently large, to be specified later, and A is the solution of
It is also convenient to denote a(x, t) = log A(x, t). This change of variables turns the Prandtl equation (1.1)-(1.6) into
with the corresponding initial condition, where we denoted by
the nonlinear part, by
the linear part, and by
the force. From (1.8), we recall the notation ∂ 
Having established this, the existence and uniqueness (in the class of real analytic functions) of A(x, t) on a short time interval [0, T ] follows from the classical Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem. By possibly reducing T we may furthermore ensure that 1/2 ≤ A(x, t) ≤ 2 on I a × [0, T ]. Let the uniform radius of real-analyticity of the function A(x, t) on [−τ 0 , τ 0 ] × [0, T ] be bounded from below by some τ U > 0, and let its analytic norm on this set be bounded from above by some constant G U .
In order to present the analytic a priori estimates, we introduce
and for τ > 0, and an interval I ⊂ R we define the real-analytic norms 
, and for some positive constant C a which depends on α, θ, the analyticity radius τ U and analytic norm
While we do not provide full details for the above estimate, we wish to emphasize one important aspect. In [KV13] the estimates are for the half-space R × R + so that there are no boundary terms in x. On the other hand, in the setting of this paper the estimates are considered in the strip I a × R + , and hence integration by parts with respect to the x variable is not permitted. Even so, at no stage in the derivation of (2.24) was integration by parts with respect to x used. The one derivative loss with respect to x in the nonlinear term is compensated by requiring the analyticity radius to decrease fast enough, and so integration by parts in x is not needed.
There is just one more technical aspect which is different in obtaining (2.24) for I a × R + instead of for R × R + . As opposed to the case of the whole line (with decay at infinity), when working on a finite interval the one-dimensional Agmon inequality for a function f : I → R has a lower order term, i.e.,
To obtain (2.24) one repeatedly uses this estimate with f = ∂ k xū , k ≥ 0, and I = I a . These lower order term do not create any difficulties in the estimates.
In order to conclude the analytic a priori estimates, let the analyticity radius τ (t) solve the differential equation
for some ε U ∈ (0, 1] as above. In particular, due to continuity in time of both the solutionū(t) in X τ (t) (I a ) and Z τ (t) (I a ), and of τ (t), this means that on a short time interval, the second term on the right side of (2.24) is negative, and therefore on this short time interval we have
which in particular implies that
Therefore, there exits T a > 0, depending solely on τ 0 , ū 0 Xτ 0 , U, α, θ, such that
(2.26) and 2τ (t) ≥ τ (0) = ε U τ 0 on this time interval. The above a priori estimates can be made rigorous by constructing the analytic solution via Picard iteration. Namely, letū (0) =ū 0 and
for n ≥ 0, with homogeneous boundary conditions atȳ = 0 andȳ = ∞. As in [KTVZ11, Section 5], using (2.26) the sequenceū (n) may be shown to be contracting in the space
from which the existence of the real-analytic solution follows. We note that in order to establish uniqueness of the analytic solution on I a × R + , one still needs to estimate the difference of two solutions in an analytic norm (as in [KTVZ11, Section 6] ). This is due to the lack of lateral boundary conditions which prevents one from integrating by parts in x. It is clear from the uniform real-analyticity of A(x, t) on I a × [0, T a ] and the substitutions (2.11)-(2.11), that the real-analyticity ofū implies the real-analyticity of u, with comparable radii of analyticity.
At this stage we note that the L 2 in time control on the Z τ norm of the analytic solution, combined with the parabolic character (in t and y) of the equation obeyed byū, yields higher regularity properties of the analytic solution with respect to the y variable. This fact will be needed later in the proof when we glue the real-analytic and the monotone solutions.
Lemma 2.4 (Vorticity of the analytic solution).
Let ω = ∂ y u be the vorticity associated with the real analytic solution u, computed fromū via (2.12). Then we have
where C ω,a depends on α, θ, τ U , G U , τ (0), and ū 0 X τ (0) , and ρ(y) = y α with α > 1/2.
Proof. For simplicity of the presentation, we only give the proof of the estimates in L 2 x L 2 y (I a × R + ) for ρω and ρ∂ y ω. The estimate with an additional ∂ x derivative follows mutatis mutandi. Multiplying (2.15) by −∂ȳȳū ρ 2 (ȳ) and integrating on
where we used the homogeneous boundary conditions with respect toȳ ofū, the fact that 1/2 ≤ A ≤ 2, and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. By definition of the Z τ norm in (2.23), we have
for some constant C that depends on α.
We now recall the 1-dimensional Agmon inequalities with respect to the vertical variable
which holds if f = 0 at y = 0, and a Hardy type inequality
where ρ(y) = y α with α > 1/2. With respect to the horizontal variable we shall use
for some positive constant C that may depend on I. Using the inequalities (2.30)-(2.33) and recalling the definition of N (ū) from (2.17), and ρ(ȳ) = ȳ α ≥ 1, with 1/2 ≤ A ≤ 2, we obtain
where we have also used τ (0)/2 ≤ τ (t) ≤ τ (0). Similarly, recalling the definition of the linear term in (2.18) one may show that
where 
by combining (2.28) with (2.29) and (2.34)-(2.36), we obtain
where C > 0 depends on C U , τ (0), and ū 0 X τ (0) . By translating back ∂ȳ to ∂ y andū to u, and using that 1/2 ≤ A ≤ 2 on I a × [0, T a ], we conclude the proof of the lemma.
Construction of the monotone solution.
In order to explore certain nonlinear cancellations present in the two dimensional equations, following [MW12a] we look at the equation obeyed by the vorticity ω = ∂ y u which reads 
and we have
with at most doubled uniform local norm. Similarly, a negative extension u
It obeys
We note that the corresponding extensions of the underlying Euler flow U were necessary in order to maintain the compatibility conditions for u ± 0 (x, y) as y → ∞. The above mentioned extension is possible because functions in a Sobolev space H s may be localized (as opposed to real-analytic functions). It is also clear that the extension may be chosen in such a way that the monotonicity constant 2δ of (2.4) shrinks by a given factor.
With the above extensions in mind, we now solve the Prandtl equations on the half-space R × R + with the corresponding initial data (u 
2.2.3. Glueing the analytic and monotone solutions. Let T * = min{T a , T m }. In the above sections we have constructed a unique real-analytic solution u on [−τ 0 , τ 0 ]×R + ×[0, T * ), which may be computed fromū via (2.12) and two monotone solutions u + and u − on R×R + ×[0, T * ). We shall now glue these three solutions in a suitable way in order to obtain a single solution u P of the Prandtl system on R × R + × [0, T * ) which agrees with the positive solution for x ∈ I + m = [τ 0 /2, ∞), with the negative one for x ∈ I − m = (−∞, −τ 0 /2], and with the analytic one for x ∈ I a = [−τ 0 , τ 0 ]. In order to achieve this, it is clear that first we need to prove that the the analytic solution agrees with the monotone solutions on the domain on which they overlap. The difficulty of not being able to localize real-analytic functions is overcome by using the finite speed of propagation in the equations with respect to the x-variable in the vorticity equation.
We shall only give details for the overlap of u and u + , the case of u and u − being the same. By definition we have that u 0 = u + 0 on [τ 0 /2, τ 0 ] × R + , and therefore the initial vorticities match as well, i.e., ω 0 = ω + 0 . We shall now prove that there exists M > 0 such that u(·, t) = u + (·, t) and ω(·, t) = ω + (·, t) on the strip
For this purpose we localize the uniqueness argument in [MW12a, Section 6.2], but only in the x variable. We let
where ω is the solution which is real-analytic with respect to x and has W 1,2 regularity in the y-variable by Lemma 2.4, and ω + (x, y) ≥ δ(1 + y) −σ > 0 is the positive H s solution. The equation obeyed by ω reads
while the equation obeyed by u is
In order to explore the nonlinear cancellation which permits solving the Prandtl equation in Sobolev spaces, we consider the function
where we denoted
which by construction obeys
(2.52)
for (x, y) ∈ I t × R + . Our goal is to show that
for all t ∈ [0, T * ), for a suitably chosen constant M in the definition of I t .
First, we explain why g(t) = 0 on I t × R + implies u = ω = 0 on this shrinking strip. If g = 0, since ω + ≥ δ(1 + y) −σ > 0, it follows by (2.51) that
for some function f (x, t). Since by construction we have δ ≤ ω + (x, 0) ≤ δ −2 it follows that f (x, t) = 0, since in view of the existing boundary condition u(x, 0, t) = 0. This proves that u(t) = 0 and thus ω(t) = 0 on I t × R + , as desired.
It is left to prove (2.53). The equation obeyed by g is
(cf. the equation (6.13) in [MW12a] for details). The boundary conditions are given by
(2.55)
To obtain the boundary condition for g at y = 0 we use (1.4) and (2.40). For y → ∞ we have used that Ω + → 0 and u = 0 as y → ∞, and that ω = ω − ω + → 0 − 0 = 0 as y → ∞, since by continuity the real-analytic solution is also monotone on [0, T * ). Upon multiplying (2.54) with g and integrating over I t × R + we obtain 1 2
Integrating by parts in the y-variable and using (2.55) we arrive at
(2.57) by appealing to the trace theorem
and estimate (2.52).
For the first pair of transport terms along the flow of the analytic solution, we integrate by parts with respect to x and y respectively, use the incompressibility condition ∂ x u + ∂ y v = 0 and the boundary conditions on u, v, g to obtain that
by choosing M large enough. In particular, using Lemma 2.4 we obtain the bound
which is possible since ρ(y) = y α and α > 1/2, and therefore it is sufficient to choose
in order to absorb J 2 + J 3 into the right hand side of (2.56). For the term J 4 , directly from Hölder and (2.52) we have
For J 5 , using (2.4), (2.52), and (2.59) we have
) and on C ω,a . Now, similarly to [MW12b, Claim 6.5], using that δ ≤ (1 + y) σ ω + (x, y) ≤ δ −1 , the boundary condition on u, and integrating by parts in y, we estimate
Thus we obtain
Similarly, we have
(2.65) by using (2.63) and the bounds available on (1 + y) −1 v and
Combining (2.56), (2.57), (2.58), (2.61), (2.64), and (2.65), we obtain that if M is chosen so that it exceeds the maximal velocity of the analytic solution, i.e., (2.60) holds, then by Grönwall
which concludes the proof of (2.53), since g 0 = 0. This concludes the proof that the real-analytic and the monotone solutions agree for all t ∈ [0,
Therefore we can patch the analytic and monotone solutions together, and we obtain a global in x, local in time, solution of the Prandtl system.
2.2.4.
Uniqueness. The uniqueness holds in the sense that two solutions in the class given by the theorem are the same. To see this, note that the interval of monotonicity I + m (respectively I − m ) overlaps with the interval of analyticity I a , with an overlap of initial size τ 0 /2. Using an argument that is identical to the proof of the glueing one given in subsection 2.2.3 above, we may thus establish the uniqueness of solutions on shrinking monotonicity and analyticity intervals. However, since the speed of this shrinking is finite, by letting the time of existence be sufficiently small, the proof of uniqueness is established.
THE MAIN RESULT FOR THE HYDROSTATIC EULER EQUATIONS
In the two dimensional setting it is convenient to study the evolution of the vorticity ω = ∂ y u. Indeed, applying ∂ y to (1.9), and using (1.10)-(1.11) we obtain the nonlinear transport equation
where, using the notation in [MW12b] , one may compute (u, v) from ω via
where the stream function A(ω) solves
with the boundary condition
Since we are working in the setting where (1.14) holds, it is not difficult to verify that in the smooth category (u, v, p) solves (1.9)-(1.12) and (1.14), if and only if (u, v, ω) solves (3.1)-(3.2). We also have the following estimates for u and v in terms of ω. 
while if α 2 ≥ 1 we may bound
and if α 2 ≥ 2, we may estimate
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us first prove the estimates on u. If α 2 ≥ 1, using ω = ∂ y u we have
which proves (3.4). If α 2 = 0, we use 1 0 ∂ α 1 x u(x, y)dy = 0. Hence, using the Poincaré inequality in the y variable, we have
x ∂ y u L p , which proves (3.3). In order to estimate v, note that when α 2 ≥ 2 we have
which proves (3.6). On the other hand, if α 2 = 1, we have
x u, which can be estimated in L p via (3.3), thereby proving (3.5).
For simplicity of the presentation we assume that for (x, y) belonging to the monotonicity domain
we have that
for some σ ∈ (0, 1), while for (x, y) in the analyticity domain
we have that u 0 is uniformly real analytic with radius τ 0 > 0, and analytic norm bounded by a constant M > 0.
Following the notation in [MW12b] , for σ > 0 and s ≥ 4 we consider the Rayleigh-modified Sobolev space
Here α = (α 1 , α 2 ), with α 1 , α 2 ≥ 0, is a two dimensional multi-index, and 
For the analytic part of the solution we use the notation from [KTVZ11] . For τ > 0, we define the space of real analytic functions with the analyticity radius τ as
where the analytic norm is defined as
. (3.10)
Above and throughout the paper,Ḣ m denotes the homogeneous Sobolev space with the (semi) norm
It is also convenient to introduce the space
The first main theorem may then be stated as follows. 0, 1) the initial vorticity ω 0 (x, y) is strictly monotone with respect to y, and either
= R and such that on D a,j = J j × (0, 1) the initial vorticity ω 0 is uniformly real analytic with radius at least τ 0 , that is, ω 0 ∈ Y τ 0 (D a,j ) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Assuming the initial velocity u 0 obeys the compatibility condition (1.14), there exist T > 0 and a smooth solution ω(t) of (3.1)-(3.2) on [0, T ] which is monotone on the D m,i and is real analytic on D a,j . We note that it is possible to accommodate for an infinite number of intervals , i.e., m and n may be ∞.
Below we present the proof of Theorem 3.2, the proof of the general case described in Remark 3.3, being completely analogous. The argument closely follows the ideas in the Prandtl section, with the main work having to be done when glueing the real-analytic and the convex solutions. To avoid redundancy, we omit the other details of the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Letω 0 denote a function which agrees with ω 0 on the monotonicity domain D m = (−∞, −1) × (0, 1) but which satisfies the convexity condition (3.7) on the whole strip R × (0, 1). Denote by ω the solution of the initial value problem (3.1)-(3.2) with initial dataω 0 on R × (0, 1), obtained from Theorem 2.5 in [MW12b] and the arguments used to prove Theorem 2.1, on some time interval (0, t 0 ). Note that in order to construct the solution ω, as in Section 2.1 above, one needs to first use [MW12b] to construct countably many solutions ω (j) which are (j − 1, j + 3) periodic, where j ∈ Z; due to the uniform local Rayleigh condition on the initial data, all these solutions may be shown to live on a common time-interval, with a uniform in j bound on their H s σ norms; the next step is then to glue these solutions together, which is achieved using precisely the argument presented below in this section. To avoid redundancy with the proof of Theorem 2.1, we omit further details for the construction of the monotone solution ω.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2 [KTVZ11] , there exists an analytic solution ω on the spatial domain D a also on the same time interval (0, t 0 ), without loss of generality.
Denote U = u − u, V = v − v, and Ω = ω − ω. Then ∂ t Ω + u∂ x Ω + v∂ y Ω + U ∂ x ω + V ∂ y ω = 0. (3.12)
With M > 0 to be determined, write
We now show that if M is a sufficiently large constant, and t 0 is sufficiently small, the solutions ω and ω agree on I t × (0, 1) for all t ∈ [0, t 0 ). For this purpose, evaluate a weighted norm of Ω(x, y, t) 2 for (x, y) ∈ I t × (0, 1). Ω 2 ∂ t ∂ y ω (∂ y ω) 2 dxdy = I 1 + I 2 + I 3 + I 4 + I 5 + I 6 + I 7 .
(3.14)
For I 1 and I 2 , we have
where C denotes a sufficiently large generic constant which may depend on σ and the initial data. In the term I 3 , we integrate by parts in the x variable and obtain For I 5 , we use U L 2 (It×(0,1)) ≤ C Ω L 2 (It×(0,1)) , and we obtain
For I 6 , we integrate by parts in y and then in the x variable. Again, since v| y=0,1 = 0, the boundary terms only appear when integrating by parts in the x variable, and we get Finally, by using the equation obeyed by ∂ t ∂ y ω, for I 7 we have
for a sufficiently large constant C. Collecting all the estimates on all the terms in (3.14) then leads to
Ω(M t, y, t) 2 dy + CX(t).
Now, choose M so large that the first two terms on the right side are negative. Then we get X ′ (t) ≤ CX(t) and thus X(t) ≡ 0 for t ≤ 1/C 0 , where C 0 is a sufficiently large constant. By reducing t 0 if necessary, we may assume that t 0 = 1/C 0 . Now, define the solutionω on (−∞, ∞) × (0, 1) as follows: Letω = ω if x < 1 − M t andω = ω if x ≥ M t. For M t < x < 1 − M t, the solutions agree by the first part of the proof. Therefore,ω provides a solution on the interval (0, t 0 ). Uniqueness follows in a similar fashion.
